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Let G be a simple graph of order n and A(G) be its adjacency matrix.
The nullity of a graph G, denoted by η(G), is the multiplicity of the
eigenvalue zero in the spectrum of A(G). Denote by Ck and Lk the
set of all connected graphs with k induced cycles and the set of line
graphs of all graphs in Ck , respectively. In 1998, Sciriha [I. Sciriha,
On singular line graphs of trees, Congr. Numer. 135 (1998) 73–91]
show that the order of every tree whose line graph is singular is
even. Then Gutman and Sciriha [I. Gutman, I. Sciriha, On the nullity
of line graphs of trees, Discrete Math. 232 (2001) 35–45] show that
the nullity set ofL0 is {0, 1}. In this paper, we investigate the nullity
of graphs with cut-points and deduce some concise formulas. Then
we generalize Scirihas’ result, showing that the order of every graph
G is even if such a graphG satisfies thatG ∈ Ck and η(L(G)) = k+1,
and the nullity set ofLk is {0, 1, . . . , k, k+1} for any given k, where
L(G) denotes the line graph of the graph G.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout the paper the graphs are referred as simple, i.e., without loops and multiple edges.
Let G be a simple graph with vertex set {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. The adjacency matrix A = A(G) = (aij)n×n
related to G is defined as follows: aij = 1 whenever there exists an edge joining vertices vi and vj ,
and aij = 0 otherwise. The graph G is called singular (or nonsingular) if its adjacency matrix A(G) is
singular (or nonsingular). The nullity of G, denoted by η(G), is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue zero
in its spectrum. Denote by r(M) the rank of a matrixM. Then η(G) = n − r(A) obviously.
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Collatz and Sinogowitz [2] first posed the problem of characterizing all nonsingular graphs. This
question is of great interest in chemistry, because, as has been shown in [11], for a bipartite graph G
(corresponding to an alternant hydrocarbon), if η(G) > 0, then it indicates that the molecule which
such a graph represents is unstable. The nullity of a graph is also important in mathematics, as it is
closely related to the minimum rank problem of symmetric matrices whose patterns are described by
graphs, see [3]. The problem has not yet been solved completely.
Recently, much attention has been devoted to the nullities of the graphs with few edges, e.g. trees,
unicyclic graphs and bicyclic graphs [1,3,4,6,8,9,13,16] and the graphs with extreme nullities; see e.g.
[1,3–5,10,14]. The following result is often cited in work related to nullity of graphs.
Proposition 1.1 [3]. Let G be a graph containing a vertex of degree 1 and H be the graph obtained from G
by deleting this vertex together with the vertex adjacent to it. Then
η(G) = η(H).
Let G be a graphwith edge set E(G). The line graph of G, denoted by L(G), is the graphwhose vertex
set is E(G); two vertices of L(G) are adjacent if the corresponding edges in G are incident. Gutman and
Sciriha [6] were the first who investigate the nullity of lines graph of trees and show that the line graph
of a tree is either nonsingular or has nullity one.
Theorem 1.2 [6, Theorem 2.1]. If T is a tree; then the line graph L(T) is either nonsingular or has nullity
one.
Denote by S(G) a class of graphs. A subset N of {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} is said to be the nullity set of S(G)
provided that for any k ∈ N, there exists at least one graph G ∈ S(G) such that η(G) = k. Denote by
Ck and Lk the set of all connected graphs with k induced cycles and the set of line graphs of all graphs
of Ck , respectively. Then each element of C0 is a tree and L0 denotes the collection of line graphs of all
trees. Henceforth, Theorem 1.2 can be rewritten in terms of the nullity set as follows:
Theorem 1.3. The nullity set of L0 is {0, 1}.
The singularity of line graphs of treeswere already studied intensively in other literature. Especially,
Sciriha [15, Theorem 4.4] shows that every tree whose line graph is singular has even order(see also
[12, Theorem 2.2]).
Theorem 1.4 [15, Theorem 4.4]. Let T be a tree. If L(T) is singular, then the order (i.e., the number of
vertices) of T is even.
In thispaper,we investigate thenullityof graphswithcut-points anddeduce someconcise formulas,
which can be considered as generalizations of Proposition 1.1, and Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 of [5]. Then,
as applications of our results, we generalize the result of Theorem 1.3 and show that the nullity set of
Lk is {0, 1, . . . , k, k + 1} for any given k. In addition, we prove that the order of every graph G is even
if G ∈ Ck and η(L(G)) = k + 1.
2. The nullity of graphs with cut-points
We first introduce some concepts and notation. Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V . For any
v ∈ V , denote by dG(v) the degree of v in G. A vertex v ∈ V is pendent if dG(v) = 1. For a nonempty
subsetW of V(G), the subgraphwith vertex setW and edge set consisting of those pairs of vertices that
are edges in G is called the induced subgraph of G, denoted by G[W]. Denote by G − U, where U ⊆ V ,
the graph obtained from G by removing the vertices of U together with all edges incident to them.
Sometimes we use the notation G − G1 instead of G − V(G1) if G1 is an induced subgraph of G. For an
induced subgraph G1 (of G) and v ∈ G − G1, the induced subgraph G[V(G1) ∪ {v}] is simply written
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as G1 + v. The vertex v ∈ V is called a cut-point of G if the resultant graph G − v is disconnected. The
path and the cycle of order n are denoted by Pn and Cn, respectively.
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph G = (V(G), E(G)) with order n and y ∈ Rn be a row
vector defined on the vertex set of G. For U ⊆ V(G),W ⊆ V(G), denote by A[U,W] the submatrix of
A with rows corresponding to the vertices of U and columns corresponding to the vertices of W . For
simplify, the submatrix A[U,U] is written as A[U]. Similarly, we use y[U] to denote the subvector of y
corresponding to the vertices ofU. For convenience,weusuallywriteA[G1, G2] and y[G1] instead of the
standard A[V(G1), V(G2)] and y[V(G1)] for the two induced subgraphs G1 and G2 of G, respectively.
In particular, denote by A[v, G] the row vector of A corresponding to the vertex v and by A[v, Gi]
the subvector of A[v, G] corresponding to the vertices of Gi. We refer to Cvetkovic´ et al. [3] for more
terminologies and notation not defined here.
Lemma 2.1 [3].
(i) If n = 0 (mod 2), then η(Pn) = 0; otherwise, η(Pn) = 1;
(ii) If n = 0 (mod 4), then η(Cn) = 2; otherwise, η(Cn) = 0.
The Cauchy-interlacing theorem (see [7, Theorem 4.3.8]) for the symmetric matrix implies the
following result:
Proposition 2.2. Let v be any vertex (which does not need to be a cut-point) of a graph G with order at
least 2. Then
η(G) − 1 ≤ η(G − v) ≤ η(G) + 1.
Let G be a graph, v a cut-point of it and G1 be a component of G − v. Then G1 can be considered
as obtained from G1 + v, the subgraph induced by V(G1) ∪ {v}, by deleting the vertex v. Hence,
η(G1 + v) − 1 ≤ η(G1) ≤ η(G1 + v) + 1 by Proposition 2.2. Using the relationship between η(G1)
and η(G1 + v), we deduce some concise formulas on the nullity of graphs with cut-points as follows:
Theorem 2.3. Let v be a cut-point of a graph G of order n and G1, G2, . . . , Gs be all components of G− v.
If there exists a component, say G1, among G1, G2, . . . , Gs such that η(G1) = η(G1 + v) + 1. Then
η(G) = η(G − v) − 1 =
s∑
i=1
η(Gi) − 1.
Proof. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G. For each i, denote by A[Gi] the adjacency matrix of the
subgraph Gi and by A[v, Gi] the subvector of A[v, G] corresponding to the vertices of Gi. Then the
matrix A can be partitioned as:
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 A[v, G1] A[v, G2] · · · A[v, Gs]
A[G1, v] A[G1] 0 · · · 0
A[G2, v] 0 A[G2] · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
A[Gs, v] 0 0 · · · A[Gs]
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
where A[Gi, v] = A[v, Gi]T , the transpose of A[v, Gi], for each i. Let x ∈ Rn be the row vector defined
on the vertices of G such that x[G1] = A[v, G1] and zeros otherwise. Let B be thematrix obtained from
A by replacing the vectors A[v, G] and A[G, v] by x and xT , respectively, i.e.,
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B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 A[v, G1] 0 · · · 0
A[G1, v] A[G1] 0 · · · 0
0 0 A[G2] · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 · · · A[Gs]
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Then B can be considered as the adjacency matrix of the subgraph, denoted by G∗, obtained from G by
deleting all edges between v and ∪si=2Gi.
Note that since η(G1) = η(G1 + v) + 1, then r(A[G1 + v]) = r(A[G1]) + 2, and thus the row
vector A[v, G1] is linearly independent of all the row vectors in A[G1]. Consequently, the row vector
X , as well as the vector A[v, G], is linearly independent of all other row vectors in A. Similarly, the
column vector A[G, v] and XT are linearly independent of all other vectors of A and B, respectively.
Then r(A) = r(A[G − v]) + 2 and r(B) = r(B[G∗ − v]) + 2, which implies that
r(A) = r(B).
Consequently,
η(G) = n − r(A) = n − r(B) = (n − 1) − r(G − v) − 1 = η(G − v) − 1 =
s∑
i=1
η(Gi) − 1.
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4. Let v be a cut-point of a graph G of order n and G1 be a component of G − v. If η(G1) =
η(G1 + v) − 1, then
η(G) = η(G1) + η(G − G1).
Proof. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G and x ∈ Rn be the row vector defined on the vertices of
G such that X[G1] = 0 and x[G − G1] = A[v, G − G1], where A[v, G − G1] denotes the subvector of
A[v, G] corresponding to the vertices in G − G1. Let B be the matrix obtained from A by replacing the
vectors A[v, G] and A[G, v] by x and xT , respectively, i.e.,
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
A[G1] A[G1, v] 0
A[v, G1] 0 A[v, G − G1 − v]
0 A[G − G1 − v, v] A[G − G1 − v]
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
and
B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
A[G1] 0 0
0 0 A[v, G − G1 − v]
0 A[G − G1 − v, v] A[G − G1 − v]
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Then B is the adjacency matrix of the union of G1 and G − G1. Because η(G1) = η(G1 + v) − 1,
r(A[G1]) = r(A[G1 + v]) and thus the row vector A[v, G1 + v] is a linear combination of the row
vectors of A[G1, G1 + v]. Similarly, the column vector A[G1, v] is a linear combination of the column
vectors of A[G1], since A[v] = 0. Consequently, we have
r(A) = r(B),
which implies that
η(G) = n − r(A) = n − r(B) = η(G1) + η(G − G1).
The result follows. 
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Fig. 1. Two graphswith different nullities, although each subgraph at the unique cut-point has the samenullity as that of the subgraph
together with such a cut-point.
Remark 1. Since the nullity of P2 is zero and η(P1) = η(P2) + 1, Theorem 2.3 can be considered as a
generalization of Proposition 1.1.
Remark 2. Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a graph of order n. A edge-subset M of the edge set E(G) is a
matching if every vertex of V(G) is incident with at most one edge inM. The cardinality of a matching,
denoted by |M|, is the number of edges contained inM.M is a maximum matching of G if there exists
no matching N such that |N| > |M|. A vertex v of a tree T with order at least 2 is called amismatched
vertex of T if there exists a maximum matching of T that does not cover v; otherwise, v is called a
matched vertex of T; see [5]. In terms of the mismatched vertices and the matched vertices of a tree,
Gong et al. [5] generalized Proposition 1.1 to graphs with pendant trees and obtained some explicit
forms on the nullity of graphs; see Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 of [5].
For a tree T and any vertex v of T , from Lemma2.6 in [5],η(T−v) = η(T)−1 if v ismismatched and
η(T − v) = η(T)+ 1 otherwise. Thus Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can also be considered as generalizations
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in [5], respectively.
Remark 3. Let v be a cut-point of the graph G and G1, G2, . . . , Gs(s ≥ 2) be all subgraphs of G − v.
Generally, we cannot obtain a formula in terms of the relationship between the nullity of G and that
of its subgraphs at v as above if η(Gi) = η(Gi + v) holds for each i.
Vertices u and v are respectively the cut-points of graphs G and H drawn in Fig. 1. Let G1 =
G[{u1, u2}], G2 = G[{u3, u4, u5, u6}], H1 = G[{v1, v2}] and H2 = G[{v3, v4}]. One can find that
G1 = H1 = H2 = P2, G1 + u = H1 + v = H2 + v = C3, G2 = P4 and G2 + u = C5. Thus
η(Gi) = η(Gi + u) = 0 and η(Hi) = η(Hi + v) = 0 for i = 1, 2.
However, by a direct calculation, we have
η(G) = 1 and η(H) = 0.
3. The nullity set of Lk
As applications of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we determine, in this section, the nullity set of Lk , and
show that the order of every graphG is even if such a graphG satisfies thatG ∈ Ck andη(L(G)) = k+1
for any given k.
Suppose that H is an any graph of order at least one and G is a graph obtained from H and the path
P4 = v1v2v3v4 by joining one pendent vertex, say v1, of P4 to an arbitrary vertex of H by an edge; see
Fig. 2. Suppose further that G1 is the graph obtained from G by adding a new edge e5 between vertices
v1 and v4; see Fig. 3a, and G2 is the graph obtained from G by adding a new edge e5 between vertices
v1 and v3; see Fig. 3b. Applying Theorem 2.3, we first establish the relationship among the nullities of
line graphs L(G1), L(G2) and L(H) as follows:
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Fig. 2. A graph G obtained from the graph H and P4 by adding an edge.
Fig. 3. The graphs G1 and G2 obtained from G drawn in Fig. 2 and their line graphs.
Lemma 3.1. Let G1, G2 and H be described as above. Then
η(L(G1)) = η(L(H)) + 1 and η(L(G2)) = η(L(H)).
Proof. The line graphs L(G1) and L(G2) are respectively drawn in Fig. 3c and d. By a direct calculation,
we have
η(L(G1)[{e2, e3, e4, e5}]) = η(L(G1)[{e1, e2, e3, e4, e5}]) + 1 = 2
and
η(L(G2)[{e2, e3, e4, e5}]) = η(L(G2)[{e1, e2, e3, e4, e5}]) + 1 = 1,
here each ei denotes a vertex of L(G1) or L(G2). Then by Theorem 2.3
η(L(G1)) = η(L(H)) + η(L(G1)[{e2, e3, e4, e5}]) − 1 = η(L(H)) + 1
and
η(L(G2)) = η(L(H)) + η(L(G2)[{e2, e3, e4, e5}]) − 1 = η(L(H)).
Hence, the result follows. 
Theorem 3.2. For any given k, if G ∈ Ck, then
η(L(G)) ≤ k + 1.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, the result follows for G ∈ C0. For k ≥ 1, there exists an edge sequence
e1, e2, . . . , ek in G and a graph sequence H0,H1, . . . ,Hk−1,Hk(= G) such that Hi+1 = Hi + ei+1 and
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Hi ∈ Ci for each i(i = 0, 1, . . . , k− 1). By the definition of line graph, we have L(Hk−1) = L(Hk)− ek ,
i.e., L(Hk−1) is the graph obtained from L(Hk) by deleting the vertex ek togetherwith all edges incident
to it. Assume on the contrary that η(L(G)) = η(L(Hk)) > k + 1. Then applying Proposition 2.2
repeatedly, we have
η(L(H0)) ≥ η(L(H1)) − 1 ≥ η(L(H2)) − 2 ≥ · · · ≥ η(L(Hk)) − k > 1,
which is a contradiction to Theorem1.2 as H0 ∈ C0. Hence the result follows. 
For any given integer k, putting Theorem 3.2 together with Lemma 3.1, the nullity set of Lk can be
determined.
Theorem 3.3. For any given integer k, the nullity set of Lk is {0, 1, 2, . . . , k, k + 1}.
Proof. We prove this result by induction on k. From Theorem 1.3, it is true for k = 0. Suppose that
the result follows if k ≤ t, where t is a fixed integer with t ≥ 1. Then we consider the case that
k = t + 1. By the inductive hypothesis, the nullity set of Lt is {0, 1, 2, . . . , t, t + 1}. Then, in Ct , there
exists a graph sequence H0,H1, . . . ,Ht,Ht+1 such that η(L(Hi)) = i for each i. Replacing the graph
H described in Fig. 2 by H0,H1, . . . ,Ht,Ht+1, respectively, we can obtain another graph sequence
G0, G1, . . . , Gt, Gt+1, where each graph Gi is obtained from Hi and the path P4 = v1v2v3v4 by joining
the pendent vertex v1 of P4 to any vertex of H
i by an edge. Then {G0, G1, . . . , Gt, Gt+1} ⊂ Ct , since
each Gi is obtained from Hi by adding a pendent path P4. Furthermore, following the construction of
G1 and G2 in Fig. 3a and b, respectively, we obtain two other graph sequences G
0
1, G
1
1, . . . , G
t
1, G
t+1
1
and G02, G
1
2, . . . , G
t
2, G
t+1
2 , where each graph G
i
1 is obtained from G
i by adding a new edge between v1
and v4 and each graph G
i
2 is obtained from G
i by adding a new edge between v1 and v3. One can find
that, for each i, both Gi1 and G
i
2 are in Ct+1, since each of them contains exactly one more cycle than
that of Gi, as well as Hi, that is
{G01, G11, . . . , Gt1, Gt+11 } ∈ Ct+1 and {G02, G12, . . . , Gt2, Gt+12 } ∈ Ct+1.
On the other hand, applying Lemma 3.1, we have
η(L(Gi1)) = η(L(Hi)) + 1 = i + 1 and η(L(Gi2)) = η(L(Hi)) = i.
Consequently, the graph sequence G02, G
0
1, G
1
1, . . . , G
t
1, G
t+1
1 satisfies {G02, G01, G11, . . . , Gt1, Gt+11 } ⊂
Ct+1(= Ck), η(L(G02)) = 0 and η(L(Gi1)) = i + 1 for each i. Thus, combining with Theorem 3.2, the
result follows. 
Finally, we generalize the result of Theorem 1.4 as follows.
Theorem 3.4. For any given k, if the graph G satisfies G ∈ Ck and η(L(G)) = k + 1, then the order of G
is even.
Proof. From Theorem 1.4, the result follows for k = 0. For k ≥ 1, similar to that of Theorem 3.2, there
exists a edge sequence e1, e2, . . . , ek−1, ek and a graph sequence G0, G1, . . . , Gk−1, Gk(= G) such
that Gi = Gi+1 − ei+1 and Gi ∈ Ci for each i(i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1). Applying Proposition 2.2 again, we
have
η(L(Gk)) ≤ η(L(Gk−1)) + 1 ≤ · · · ≤ η(L(G1)) + k − 1 ≤ η(L(G0)) + k,
which forces that η(L(G0) = 1, i.e., L(G0) is singular. On the other hand, since the graph G has the
same order as G0, the result follows from Theorem 1.4. 
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